Model: SXV-RXV 450/550

Subject: New mappings and starter gear ratios

Dear Dealer,

We would like to inform you that the new mappings with new starter motor timing will be available with Axone version 5.1.1.
The user will be allowed to continuously operate starter motor for a max. of 6 seconds. After this time period, control unit will disable vehicle starting for 10 seconds.

New mappings can be identified as follows:

**EUROPE Version:**
- SXV 450→14008 with factory-supplied exhausts
- SXV 450→14009 with Termignoni exhausts
- SXV 450→14010 with Silmotor exhausts
- SXV 550→15007 with factory-supplied exhausts
- SXV 550→15008 with Termignoni exhausts
- SXV 550→15009 with Silmotor exhausts
- RXV 450→24007 with factory-supplied exhausts
- RXV 450→24009 with Termignoni exhausts
- RXV 450→24010 with Silmotor exhausts
- RXV 450→24013 with Akrapovic exhausts
- RXV 550→25005 with factory-supplied exhausts
- RXV 550→25007 with Silmotor exhausts
- RXV 550→25010 with Akrapovic exhausts

**USA Version:**
- SXV 45014011→
- SXV 55015010→
- RXV 45024011→
- RXV 55025008→